Targeted roadside survey types
Ideally, a roadside survey for O`ahu would involve surveying every road on the Island at no more than 5 -10 mph.  It has been estimated that it could take several years to survey every road on O`ahu.  In addition, some roads such as freeways cannot be safely traveled at those speeds, even during the worst traffic.  Prioritizing our surveys seems the best option.  This will allow us to evaluate the most effective approach, while working towards a full survey of the island if possible.  Currently we are testing the following potential road survey types: 

Belt roads: The purpose of this survey would be to sample the entire island quickly, thereby driving the roads that circumnavigate O’ahu.  This would mean surveys of the belt roads (Kamehameha Highway and Farrington Hwy), which are largely coastal and residential.  Also major highways such as Pali Highway, Likelike Highway, H1, H2, H3. Many miles of road could be covered efficiently (no backtracking) but most of these roads cannot be traveled safely at 5-10 mph 
Roads bordering natural areas: This type would prioritize roads based on their proximity to natural areas.  For example for the ewa side of Manoa Valley we would survey Manoa Rd., O`ahu Ave and any side streets that bordered natural areas. Tantalus and Round Top Drive border natural areas on both sides.  This survey type would focus on roads and therefore neighborhoods with the highest potential for introduction of cultivated plants to natural areas. It also is an opportunity to survey the borders of natural areas themselves, where adventive or naturalized vs. cultivated status is less ambiguous.  Survey rate would be slower (more backtracking and maneuvering), but probably more thorough.
Targeted neighborhoods: Some neighborhoods are known or reported to have higher-than-average species richness.  A survey of this type would involve driving every street within a defined neighborhood hotspot.  Some examples would include Wahiawa or Tantalus.
Randomized sampling: A non-biased approach. Could involve gridding out the island, assign numbers to the grids, and use a random number generator to choose survey areas.  Could be combined with a targeted neighborhood approach, as new high-richness areas are encountered.
Military roads:  Some of these are already surveyed by Army Environmental.  Others require special access.
4WD Roads:  Less traveled but could be interesting, especially after Superferry operations have begun.  This would require a 4-Wheel Drive equipped vehicle.

In order to capture the variety of plant species and their distributions on the island, we plan to survey in all major geographical regions, this would be taken into consideration while performing the above surveys.  Regions include the windward and leeward, southern and northern Ko`olau range, central O’ahu, Waialua/Mokuleia, and Leeward O`ahu.



